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Regulatory landscape 

• IFRS9 – went live in Jan’18 o New impairment regime (forward looking provisions based on ECL)

o Optional phase-in of the CET1 capital impact (5 years transition)

• Updated EBA 2.7 regulatory reports –

March’2018

o COREP (major impact on Sovereign Risk and Operational Risk reports)

o Major FINREP update due to IFRS9 

o Go live of a new ALMM c66 liquidity risk maturity mistmatch report

• Revised Pillar 3 disclosure reports o Over 40 new and prescriptive regulatory capital templates

o Some reports to be submitted on a quarterly basis

o New LCR disclosure template (last 90 days average) 

o Leverage ratio disclosure template

• New ECB and country specific “loan level” 

reports

o AnaCredit loan level reports in Euros zone starting in September 2018

o Revised Securities Holdings Statistics (SHS) for EU systemic banks

o Loans level Residential Real Estate and Commercial Real Estate reports in the 

Netherlands (DNB RRE, CRE)

• MREL and SRB granular liability data reports 

• EBA 2018 stress test launched in January

o Bridging the gap: differences in liquidation laws across Europe

o XBRL taxonomy version 3.1.0 published

• Other major new regulatory initiatives o MIFID2 & MIFIR uplift in investor protection and market transparency

o GDPR  for consumer data protection

o PSD2 & « Open Banking » to make available to third-party customer data

o UK FCA updates and extensions of the Senior Manager regime

Regulations to go live in 2018 
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Regulatory landscape 

• Revised RWA rules for securitization for January 

2019

o BCBS (d374, d413, d414), CRR update voted by EU council in Nov 2017

o STC: Simple Transparent and Comparable short term securitization

o Review RWA approaches (SEC IRBA, SEC ERBA, SEC SA)

• Upcoming CRR II CRD V regulation (should be 

finalized in 2018)

o Credit Risk: SA CCR, CCP, Equity investment in funds, SMEs, SL

o Leverage ratio (binding 3%)

o Liquidity Risk: NSFR

o Revised Large Exposures

o IRRBB (Pillar 2)

o “Third-country” (non-EU) bank will have to group its EU subsidiaries 

under an intermediate parent undertaking subject to EU supervision

• UK PRA 110 liquidity risk reports, now delayed to 

July 2019

o To monitor Cash Flow Mismatch Risk (CFMR)

o Weekly or Monthly reports depending on bank size

• New proposed EU regulation for investment firms o More proportionate and risk-sensitive rules fine-tuned for investment firms

• G-SIB TLAC (Total Loss Absorbing Capacity) to 

guarantee « bail in », now applicable from January 

2019

o Before: Emphasis mostly on solvability: going concern

o Currently: Also gone concern in case of insolvency; losses / bail-in

Preparing fore the 2019 roll out 
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Basel 3 finalized at last!

Revised Credit Risk Standardized approach (CR SA)

Revised Credit Risk IRB approach (CR IRB)

Revised Market Risk (standardized & IMM) (FRTB)

Revised CVA (basic & standardized, no more IMM)

Revised Operational Risk (standardized, no more AMA)

Revised Leverage ratio (exposure measure)

Revised Leverage ratio (G-SIB buffer)

Output Standardized approaches floor (phase in to 72.5%)

Basel 3 finalized 

2019 2022 2026

NSFR

Leverage Ratio

SA CCR

Large Exposures

LCR (100%)

GSIB buffer (100%)

50 

%
55 

%

60 

%

70 

%
65

%

202520242023 2027

73

%

Output floor phase-in
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POLL QIESTION 1

What is your main regulatory priority at the moment?

1. PRA110

2. EBA 2.8 taxonomy for COREP / FINREP

3. IRRBB

4. Finalised Basel 3 rules QIS

5. Brexit impact on regulatory reporting
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Source: Thomson Reuters
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Source: Basel Committee on Banking Supervision
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Basel 3.5
KYC

AML
FRTB

PSD2

EMIR

MIFID II

GDPR

Anacredit

SMCR

BCBS 239

Brexit

FATCA

REP-CRIM

Dodd-Frank

CCAR
MIFIR

Cybercrime

IFRS 9

CRD IV

Rules now go far beyond capital and liquidity
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Citi

Spent $180 million in 

2014 to improve its capital 

planning processes in order 

to pass the Dodd-Frank-

stress test in 2015 – with  

one-third of this amount 

expected to be a new 

structural cost

UBS

Spent $946 million on 

regulatory compliance 

projects during 2014. Half of 

this cost was deemed to be 

“permanent”

Standard Chartered

Hired thousands of 

additional compliance 

officers in the recent years 

and in 2015 hiked annual 

compliance spending by an 

extra $1 billion

HSBC

Specialists in risk and 

compliance now comprise 

nearly 10 per cent of the 

global workforce. This is up 

by more than 15% from 

three years ago. 

Sources: Bloomberg News, Financial Times, The Telegraph, IIF, LTP, Company disclosures

Many compliance costs have become structural
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Janet Yellen

US FRB (2017)

“I think looking for ways to 

reduce regulatory burden, 

when it can be done without 

sacrificing safety and 

soundness, or creating 

systemic risk, that is 

something that all regulators 

should want to do.”

John Gerspach

Citi (2015)

“… of expense saves that 

we've gotten through our 

efficiency efforts, 

approximately 50% of that 

savings, of those savings, 

are being consumed by 

additional investments that 

we're making in regulatory 

and compliance activities.” 

Marianne Lake

JPMC (2017)

“we expected [compliance 

costs] would peak and start 

bending down…we continue 

to be held to very sort of 

hard compliance burdens, 

but nevertheless we are 

seeing some efficiencies as 

we mature our processes 

and automate them.”

Ewen Stevenson

RBS (2017)

“We have 2,000 people in 

the bank doing KYC, 

involved in customer on-

boarding. Now at some 

point you should be able to 

digitize most of that process 

and have very, very few 

people checking 

exceptions.”

Concerns have arisen about an excessive burden
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Cost Quality

Nevertheless, the challenge persists
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Poll question 2

What is the biggest challenge of regulatory compliance for your organisation?

1. Data

2. Systems

3. In-house expertise

4. Speed of compliance (or the lack of it)

5. Costs
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1
Business Model Revision.

Business and geography exits. Account closures. Exposure sell-offs. Entity 

consolidation. 

2
Traditional Cost Optimization. 

Centralization. Functional consolidation. Labor arbitrage. Automation. 

Process re-engineering. 

3
RegTech Cost Optimization. 

Cloud migration. Artificial intelligence and machine learning. Robotics. 

Functional outsourcing and managed services. 

Banks have a range of levers to address costs, but 

sustainability is the main focus
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Traditional cost optimisation and the rise of RegTech
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Traditional cost optimisation 

Biggest impact of silos approach 

• Many regulations still need to be implemented 

• It’s common for implementations to take several years (a COREP or IFRS9 
project lasts on average 18 months)

• Many different teams are working on these projects in silos

• As a result, synergies that occur between projects are often missed and 
work is duplicated 
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POLL QUESTION 3

How many systems and processes do you use to address regulatory requirements for various risk 

types, such as Liquidity risk, Credit risk, IRRBB, Operational risk etc?

1. One fully integrated system

2. 2 – 5

3. Over 5 different systems and processes 
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Traditional cost optimisation 

Lean regulatory compliance. Step 1 – apply critical thinking

Identify commonalities between projects.  Look for:

 Similar data points

 Similar reporting format

Make the implementation more agile:

 Give more tasks/power to the users/business

 Reduce reliance on heavy IT cycle (ETL updates, data warehouse implementation…)

Make the infrastructure more elastic:

 Seek scalability

 Introduce on-demand hardware for cost efficiency
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Traditional cost optimisation 

Lean regulatory compliance. Step 2 – introduce logical data model 

• Collect source data from the variety of sources

• Use data dictionary like the Banks’ Integrated Reporting Dictionary (BIRD) as a logical data model on source data:

 It describes the structure of source files

 Source data does not have to be transformed physically to BIRD

• Run processes on source files directly, applying the dictionary

 Those processes ‘read’ the dictionary on-the-fly to compute analytics on the source data

• Avoid data duplication by applying the logical data model: save storage, reduce errors and ease data lineage

• Take advantage of reconciliation by design 

Logical Data Model Physical Data Directory

Schema-on-read Unmaterialized data
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Traditional cost optimisation 

Lean regulatory compliance. Step 3 – give power to the users 

• Business Users know the details of regulations and can anticipate updates

• Regulatory Solutions are now ‘Power User’ oriented:

• Power users know the data dictionary

• Solutions are not a black box, they can be configured with clicks and not scripts

• As data is not physically transformed from source systems, 

Power Users can compute outputs regulatory analytics without any 

ETL but simply with logical data preparation and configuration

• As a result, IT Project cycles are shortened and rely less on the V-cycle 

(specification by users, development by IT, user acceptance…)

V-cycles implementation vs Incremental rolling configuration
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What we are currently offering

Out of the box regulatory calculation & reporting software for Risk & Finance
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Complete end-to-end regulatory cycle

Regulatory capital and liquidity management from a single solution
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Outsourcing the Regulatory Burden
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RegTech – the enabler of the shift 

“There is a huge appetite in Europe at the 

moment to move everything to the cloud”
Sid Dash, Analyst, Chartis

Source: Moody’s Analytics and Risk.net RegTech survey. April 2018. 
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POLL QUESTION 4

Is your organisation considering the shift to the cloud of its regulatory compliance?

1. Yes, in the near future

2. Yes, in principal, but not in the near future

3. No
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Main reasons for migrating to cloud 

Cost reduction is a key, but not the only one

• Cost is as a key reason to migrate to cloud – it is a way 

minimize IT costs (datacenters, hardware, licenses, legacy 

systems, staff). Yet, cost is not the only reason to migrate to 

cloud.

• Cloud allows to develop products faster and meet customer 

demands more timely. Cloud is also seen as a lever for 

innovation by partnering with cloud vendors to co-develop 

products and services.

• The benefits of the SaaS service, such as: not having to 

maintain infrastructure, to manage software upgrades, and 

getting more frequent product releases, etc.

“The main benefit of cloud is the computational 

cost, it allows better performance at lower cost” 

Tier 3 bank

“Our larger cost savings will not come from 

shutting down data centers but from 

accelerated product development cycles” 

Tier 1 bank Europe

“SaaS offerings would be key to help us mitigate 

operational risks that we are facing due to the current  

management of our software upgrades” Tier 1 bank• Reduction of operational risk, business continuity and security

“We are interested in cloud because of the services 

it entails, in particular not having to manage IT 

infrastructure internally, or software upgrades or 

maintenance” Tier 2 bank

Cost 

Reduction 

• Enhanced flexibility and scalability as a way to better respond to 

business needs (easily upscale or downscale IT requirements 

as and when required) 

“Our legacy system wasn’t agile enough, cloud offers 

greater scalability and flexibility” Tier 1 bankFlexibility / 

Scalability

Innovation 

and time to 

market

SaaS service 

model 

benefits

Other 

Source: Moody’s Analytics market research discussion with clients. May 2018.
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Main barriers for banks to migrate to the cloud

Source: Moody’s Analytics market research discussions with clients. May 2018

“We need to work together to create a 

cloud computing culture, the lack of 

cooperation could result in lost market 

share to emerging market 

competitors” Tier 1 bank 

“We lack a global standard on data 

protection and cloud, everything is 

examined on case by case basis, and 

this restricts the use of public cloud, we 

need free data flow among countries” 

Tier 1 bank

We have outsourced our IT 

and at the moment we don’t 

have a plan to migrate to 

cloud” Tier 3 bank

“Our company policy does not 

allow the use of cloud and we don’t 

expect to change this policy in the 

short term” Tier 2 bank

“Before migrating to cloud 

we need to make sure 

that the migration 

generates ROI” Tier 2 

bank

“We have global operations and 

some countries have a tough 

regulation relating to cloud”  

Tier 1 bank

“The use of cloud requires a 

cultural shift, things are starting to 

change but it is a big change” Tier 

1 bank

“Finding a trusted 

supplier for cloud can be 

a challenge” Tier 3 bank

Data protection laws /
Regulatory barrier

IT / Company policy Talent / Cultural change Other

Addressing concerns 
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Our Regulatory Reporting RegTech strategy 

1
Keep doing what we are good at. Expand our hosted regulatory reporting solution 

covering with OOTB configuration all main risk & finance reports. Keep using our 

award-winning calculation engines and our functional in-house expertise.

2
Leverage on a partner network to provide local reports. In some countries this is 

the most efficient way to offer proper coverage (with language support, local 

knowledge…). The partner can benefit from our Reporting Studio framework.

3
Explore the opportunities to support clients on report production and offer 

Regulatory-Reporting-as-a-Service. 

Offer to our customer the possibility to fully externalize their report production. 
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Reporting Studio - Design Principles  

An intuitive reporting designer tool to accelerate report development

Data Point Model oriented

tool aligned as much as 

possible with supervisors

iniatives (EBA DPM, BIRD…) 

to ease its comprehension, 

its adoption by third parties 

and the possibilities to 

automate the report 

development

Full data lineage and 

transparency to ensure

that all the logic used to 

build a report cell is

accessible to end users

with drill-down 

functionalities

Self-service report 

development based on an 

intuitive interface with

embedded documentation 

Cloud based application to 

ensure cost efficiency, 

scalability an so our

customers and partners don’t

have to care about hardware 

and technical infrastructure

Central reporting market

place where financial

institutions can easily

suscribe to reports 

developped by ourselves

or our partners
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Reporting Studio - Demo

An intuitive reporting designer tool to accelerate report development
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POLL QUESTION 5 

If you are considering cloud deployment for regulatory compliance, which deployment 

model would you rather use?

1. Public cloud

2. Private cloud

3. Hybrid approach
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» We are coming off the post-crisis surge in regulation

» Until 2022 project teams should still be very busy  implementing the latest BCBS proposals and new 

accounting regimes (e.g. IFRS 9, CECL)

» We can already experience a cultural shift of Enterprise Risk Management  project teams toward cost 

reduction and better process efficiency

» New technologies (big data, AI, Cloud, machine learning, blockchain…) will certainly boost in year to 

come the adoption of new solutions in order to deliver Regulatory Compliance As A Service (RAAS)

CONCLUSION

For more information, contact karina.beeckmans@moodys.com

or visit www.moodysanalytics.com/regtech

mailto:karina.beeckmans@moodys.com
http://www.moodysanalytics.com/regtech

